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                                                  PARKWAY CHURCHWIDE STUDY 
                                                How To Be An Anti-Racist  

                             Intro-Chapter 6                                                      
 
 

Warning: The introduction should be served with a glass of water.  The author’s words carry a kick. If you don't  

                like hot-n-spicy, skip the introduction. 

 
Deep Dive: Choose one of two essays (1-2pg each). 

Q1: Identified two or three of Kendi’s most hot and spicy statements. Read Matthew 23:13-35 would you 

consider Jesus’s words to be hot and spicy? Why/why not? Sometimes challenging words can lead to healing, 

what ways can the challenging words of Jesus bring about healing and in what ways can Kendi’s words bring 

about healing?  

In your essay 

• Identify 2-3 of Kendi’s statements 
• Reinterpret his statements in your own words, THEN  
• Give a summary on what is going on in the biblical text 
• Identify 2-3 statements of Jesus 
• Reinstate Jesus words in your own words, NOW  
• Compare and correlate the challenge and the potential healing  

Q2: Give a summary of Kendi’s definition of racism 

Note your own working definition of racism. How has Kendi’s definition informed your definition? Why is it 

important to expand our definition of racism? Why is it important to have a full understanding of how racism 

works and functions?  

On-the-Go: Choose one of two short answers (10-12 sentences). 
 
Q1: What’s the difference between someone who is "not racist" and someone who is "anti-racist," according to  

       Kendi's definitions? 
Q2: Kendi has already stated unequivocally in the book's Intro that pretending to be colorblind is actually "...a  

 mask to hide racism." He expands on this in Chapter 3 (page 38), by saying it is  " ... the privilege of being   

inherently normal, standard, and legal" that allows some whites to not have to think about race, 

to dismiss or deny racism, etc.  Similarly, in Chapter 4 (page 54), Kendi says the "post-racial strategy" of 

insisting there is only one race (i.e., the human race) is misguided and "harmful." Without pushing back or 

fighting against these statements, explain what is meant by privilege and explain Kendi's perspective.  
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Slim Pickin’s: Answer the questions provided (5-10 sentences). 
Q1: Read the definition of Racist and Anti- Racist and curate the image below (chapter one) 
      What do you think it is trying to convey?  
 

 

 
                           


